TITLES

1. Find the title you are interested in and copy the URL from the address bar:

2. You must edit the URL so that it is accessible to Senecans both on-campus and off-campus. Replace everything before /library with ...


   ...AND add the following to the end after the last forward slash...

   ?ar&orpq&email=^u

   So, for the above example...


   ...is a link to the book. The link can be sent to students via email, placed on a MySeneca course webpage, etc., and is accessible both on- and off-campus.

**********************************************************************************
PLAYLISTS

You cannot link directly to specific chapters within Safari books, but you can create a Playlist of specific books and chapters within those books.

1. Find content of interest by searching in the search box on the database homepage, or perhaps by using the “Topics” option in the menu on the right...
2. If you run your mouse over any of the titles’ cover images, you will see a little icon in the upper-right corner of the cover image that looks like bullet-points...

When clicked, it will prompt you to add it to a new playlist...
Give your Playlist a name and optional description, and then click “CREATE PLAYLIST”...
You may add as many different titles to the Playlist as you want.

3. If you want to add a specific chapter of that book to your Playlist, you must go into the book, pull up the chapter on-screen, and then click the same bullet-point icon within it...
4. You must now share the Playlist. Click the bullet-point icon in the menu on the far-left – the third menu option from the top...
... which will take you to your “All Playlists” page...

Click the three dots under your Playlist’s name and description, and then click “Share Settings”...
Change it from “PRIVATE” to “SHARED”, and then copy the URL that is given. You MUST also click “Save Changes” or else the switch to “SHARED” will not be implemented and your users will not be able to view the Playlist...

5. The URL copied in the above example is https://www-safaribooksonline-com.libaccess.senecacollege.ca/playlists/2d86e423-ccaf-4ae4-830f-d84ea624eeb3

You must edit this URL in the same way we did on the first page of these instructions so that it is accessible to Senecans both on-campus and off-campus. Replace everything before /playlists with ...

...**AND** add the following to the end...

/?ar&orpq&email=^u

So, for the above example...


...is a link to the Security Playlist that was created. The link can be sent to students via email, placed on a MySeneca course webpage, etc., and is accessible both on- and off-campus.